Milestone Management & Semi-Annual Evaluation Tools

Tuesday August 13, 2019, 10:30am-12:00pm, Ed2 N, 2201AB
Thursday August 22, 10:30am-12:00pm, Ed2 N, 2201DE

AGENDA

Milestones: Overview and MedHub Management

I. Milestones Overview (Karen Potter)

II. MedHub Milestone Management
   a. Activating Milestones Functionality
   b. Uploading Subcompetencies
   c. Viewing Milestone Summary Data
   d. Milestone Progress Report
   e. Milestone Settings
   f. Incorporating Milestones into Evaluations

Semi-Annual Evaluations: Overview and MedHub Tools

I. Semi-Annual Evaluations: Overview
   a. Required Elements
   b. Clinical Competency Committee (CCC)
      i. Requirements & Responsibilities
   c. Recommended Timeline

II. CCC-Related MedHub Tools
   a. Assigning CCC Members in MedHub
   b. Scheduling Meetings
   c. Sharing Files/Data

III. Generating Resident Evaluation Data for CCC and Semi-Annual Reviews
   i. Milestone Reports
   ii. Aggregate Evaluation Reports